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Let G be a pro-p group, which is a finite cyclic p-extension of a pro-p product of 
a free pro-p group F. We show that G can be described as the free pro-p product 
of the norrnalizers of a suitable collection of its cyclic subgroups of order p and 
some free pro-p group. From this we deduce that G can be realized as the 
fundamental group of a profinite connected graph of finite cyclic groups of 
bounded order. This result is thus the pro-p analogue of a special case of the well 
known characterization f virtually free groups as fundamental groups of graphs of 
groups, owing to Karrass, Pietrowski, Solitar, Cohen, and Scott. We conclude the 
paper by presenting a counterexample to a possible pro-p analogue of this result 
for noncyclic extensions of free pro-p groups, which we use in turn to construct a
counterexample to pro-p versions of the Kurosh subgroup theorem. © 1999 Aca- 
demic Press 
INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a prime number and let G be a pro-p group containing an 
open free pro-p subgroup F. If G is torsion-free, then, according to the 
celebrated theorem of Serre [$65], G itself is free pro-p. This result led 
Serre to conjecture that a virtually free torsion-free group is free, initiating 
the study of virtually free groups. 
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Serre's conjecture has been proved by Serre, Stalling, and Swan (com- 
pare [D80]). This result led ultimately to the characterization f a virtually 
free group G as the fundamental group of a connected graph of finite 
groups of bounded order. Karrass, Pietrowski, and Solitar did it for finitely 
generated G (see [KPS73]), Cohen [C73] for countably generated G, and 
Scott [Sc74] for arbitrarily virtually free G. 
Since the whole development began with the study of pro-p groups [$65], 
it is natural to try to obtain a characterization f virtually free pro-p 
groups analogous to the abstract case. In fact, in [H93, E95], e.g., certain 
pro-2 groups of this type were studied in the context of infinite Galois 
theory and certain group-theoretic results obtained there have been gener- 
alized in [HZ97]. The most general results were obtained in [Sch99, 
HRZ98, HRZ99]. Thus in the case when a pro-p group G contains an 
open free pro-p subgroup F with [G:F] = p, a description of G as a free 
pro-p product was obtained by Scheiderer when G is topologically finitely 
generated and, in full generality, by Herfort, Ribes, and Zalesskii [HRZ99, 
Theorem 1.25]; in the case F open normal and of rank 2, a characteriza- 
tion along the lines of the abstract case was given in [HRZ98]. 
In the present paper we are concerned with pro-p groups G containing 
an open normal free pro-p subgroup F such that G/F is a finite cyclic p 
group (we shall say that G is free-by-cyclic pro-p). A pro-p version of the 
characterization in [KPS73, C73, Sc74] for free-by-cyclic pro-p groups is 
proved in Theorem 3.2. Also an internal description of a free pro-p by 
cyclic pro-p group as a free pro-p product of the normalizers of certain 
subgroups of order p and some additional free pro-p factor is given in 
Theorem 2.2. 
An example of a split extension H = F >4 (C 2 × C2) of a free pro-2 
group F, which is neither the fundamental group of a profinite graph of 
finite 2 groups nor decomposable asa free product as in Theorem 2.2, is 
given in Section 4. This shows that the cyclicity assumption in both 
Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.2 is essential. 
The group H is used to construct a counterexample (see Proposition 
4.6) to a pro-p version of the Kurosh subgroup theorem for the non-coun- 
tably-based case. (In the countably-based case such a pro-p version was 
proved by Haran [H87] and Melnikov [M89] independently.) 
Romankov [Ro93] proved that the automorphism group of a finitely 
generated pro-p group of rank > 2 is infinitely generated. As a conse- 
quence one has that, despite the fact that the automorphism group of the 
dense free subgroup is embedded in the automorphism group of the free 
pro-p group, it is by no means densely embedded there. Nevertheless, 
Theorem 3.2 allows us to obtain (see Corollary 3.3) a description of the 
automorphisms of finite p-power order of a free pro-p group: such an 
automorphism is always induced from an automorphism of a suitable 
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dense abstract free subgroup. Furthermore, we give a classification of the 
conjugacy classes of automorphisms of finite order of a free pro-p group 
(see Theorem 3.5). 
In the characterization of discrete virtually free groups, the theory of 
ends played a crucial role. One does not have such a powerful tool in the 
pro-p situation. Thus purely combinatorial methods are used in the pre- 
sent paper. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 the notation and 
terminology is fixed, and relevant known results and technical tools are 
given. Section 2 is entirely devoted to proving Theorem 2.2. In Section 3 
we give the proof of Theorem 3.2, describing a free-by-cyclic pro-p group 
as the fundamental group of a profinite graph of finite p groups of 
bounded order. Theorem 3.5 deals with the classification of automor- 
phisms of finite order of a free pro-p group. Finally Section 4 contains 
examples with e above-mentioned properties. 
Basic material on profinite groups can be found in [R70]. During the 
whole paper we make the following standard assumptions. Unless other- 
wise indicated, homomorphisms are continuous. For a pro-p group G and 
x, y ~ G, we shall write yX := x-lyx. If A c G, we write A 6 := {aglg E G}. 
The subgroup of G, topologically generated by A, shall be denoted by 
(A), and (A) a shall denote the normal closure of A in G, i.e., the 
smallest closed normal subgroup of G containing A. 
We shall say that G is procyclic if it is generated topologically by a 
single element and is cyclic if it is in addition finite. If G contains an open 
normal free pro-p subgroup F with G/F  being a cyclic p group, we shall 
say that G is free-by-cyclic pro-p. The set of elements of finite order in G 
will be denoted by Tor(G). Finally ~ = ~(G) will denote a basis of open 
neighborhoods of 1. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION 1.1. An object in the category of boolean or profinite 
spaces is, by definition, an i verse limit of finite spaces, i.e., a compact, 
Hausdorff, totally discounted topological space. A morphism in this cate- 
gory is a continuous map. The subcategory of pointed boolean spaces has 
objects of the form (X, x0), where X is a boolean space and x 0 ~ X is a 
(distinguished) point, and morphisms are continuous maps sending distin- 
guished points to distinguished points. 
DEFINITION 1.2. We introduce the category ofpro-p actions. Here an 
object is a pair (X, G), where X is a boolean space, G is a pro-p group, 
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and G acts continuously on the right upon X. A morphism (Ox, Oa): 
(X ,G)  ~ (Y, H)  is defined to be made up of a morphism ~bx: X ~ Y of 
boolean spaces and a homomorphism ~ba: G ~ H, such that for all x ~ X 
and g ~ G one has ~x(X)d~a(g) = C~x(xg). 
As long as no confusion arises, we shall denote such objects by (X, G), 
write xg instead of/z(x,  g), and say that G acts upon X on the right. Let 
G x denote the stabilizer of x ~ X. 
In the subcategory of pointed pro-p actions, the objects are taken to be of 
the form (X, G), where (X, x 0) is a pointed space and Gxo = G, and a 
morphism th of pointed pro-p actions has the property that thx is a 
morphism of pointed boolean spaces. 
We shall denote by X/G the orbit space of the (pointed) pro-p action, 
equipped with the quotient opology, and we write 2 .'= xG for the orbit of 
x~X.  
DEFINmON 1.3. We say that a pro-p action (X, G) is free if, for all 
x ~ X, the stabilizer G x is trivial. The action is pointed free if G x = {1} for 
,x 4: x o. 
LEMMA 1.4. h (pointed) pro-p action (X, G) with finite G is (pointed) 
free if and only if (X, G) = li__mi E i(Xi, G), where (Xi, G) are (pointed) free 
actions. 
For the proof, see the proof of Proposition 2.3 in [ZM89b]. 
DEFINITION 1.5. A system of subgroups of a pro-p group G is a map ]~: 
T ~ Subgrps(G), where T is a boolean space and Subgrps(G) denotes the 
set of all closed subgroups of G. We shall find it convenient to write G t for 
E(t) (no confusion with Definition 1.2 should arise in the appropriate 
contexts) and, abusing notation, to write E = {Gilt ~ T}. 
We shall say that a system E is continuous if, for U ~ ~/(G), the set 
T(U) = {t ~ TIG~ c_ U} is open in T. 
DEFINITION 1.6. A pro-p group is said to be a free (internal) pro-p 
product of a continuous system {Gt[t ~ T} of subgroups (denoted by 
G = L I t~ T G,) if 
(i) a t n G s = 1 for all t 4: s in T; 
(ii) for every pro-p group H, every continuous map/3: E .'= kJt~r Gt 
H, whose restriction /3t :=/31a, is a homomorphism for every t ~ T, 
extends uniquely to a homomorphism tp: G ~ H. 
DEFINIa3ON 1.7. A sheaf of pro-p groups (over a profinite space T) is 
a triple (~', y,T),  where ff and T are profinite spaces and 3' is a 
continuous map from g" onto T, satisfying the following two conditions: 
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(i) For every t ~ T, the fiber if(t) = y- l ( t )  over t is a pro-p group. 
(ii) If i 2 denotes the subspace of i x t consisting of pairs (g, h) 
such that y(g) = y(h), then the map /~.: t 2 ~ i ,  defined by/zg((g, h)) 
:= g- lh  ~ i ( y (g ) )  = i (y (h ) )  c i ,  is continuous. 
A morphism of sheaves of pro-p groups (a,  ~): ( i ,  y, T) ~ (~, 7, X) is a 
a pair of continuous maps ot: i f  ~ , ,~ and ~: T ~ X such that the diagram 
i a>,~ 
1 
T "~X 
is commutative and, for all t ~ T, the restriction a t := O~l~,(t ) of a to the 
fiber i ( t )  is a homomorphism from if(t) to , ,~( t ) ) .  
We say that (a,  ~): ( i ,  %T)~ (H, 8, X) is a monomorphism (resp. 
epimorphism) if a and ~ are injective (resp. surjective). The triple 
(Im a, ~[Im a,  Im ~) carries the structure of a sheaf and shall be called the 
image of (a,  ~). The image of a monomorphism (resp. epimorphism) is
called a subsheaf of ~ 3, X) (resp. quotient sheaf of ( i ,  7, T)). Note that 
for a sheaf ( t ,  7, T) and any closed subspace Y of T, the triple 
(7-1(Y), "yI3,-l(y), Y) is a subsheaf of ( t ,  % T). 
In the special case when [XI = 1, we obtain the definition of a fiber 
morphism a: i f  ~ H of a sheaf of pro-p groups to a pro-p group H. 
The simplest example of a sheaf of pro-p groups is that of the constant 
sheaf (G x T, pr T, T), where G is some pro-p group and prT: G × T ~ T 
is the projection. For every t ~ T, the fiber (G × T) ( t )= G × {t} is 
isomorphic to G. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let ~ = {Gilt ~ T} be a system of subgroups of a pro-p 
group G. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) ~ is continuous. 
(ii) i f :={(g , t )~Gx T[g ~ G t} is closed in G x T. 
(iii) ( t , (prr ) lg ,  T), where t is defined as in (ii), is a subsheaf of the 
constant sheaf (G x T, prr, T). 
(iv) E = Ut ~ T Gt is closed in G. 
A proof can be found in paragraphs (1.16) and (1.17) in [M89]. 
DEFINITION 1.9. A free (external) pro-p product of a sheaf ( i ,  % T) of 
pro-p groups is defined to be a pro-p group G = I-IT t ,  together with a 
morphism ~o: t ~ G, that has the following universal property: For every 
morphism /3 of the sheaf ( i ,  7, T) into a pro-p group H, there exists a 
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unique homomorphism 0: G ---, H such that /3 = ~ o ~. Since, according 
to (1.18) in [M89], o~l~(t ) is mono, we shall henceforth identify ~'(t) and 
~o(ff(t)). 
LEM~ 1.10. The definitions of free pro-p products given in Definition 1.6 
and Definition 1.9 are equivalent. More precisely: 
(i) For G = Lit ~, the system {¢a(ff(t))lt ~ T} is continuous and 
G = Ht ~ r to(~(t)). 
(ii) For G = Ht ~ 7" Gt, consider the sheaf (gO, (prr)l.~, T) as given in 
Lemma 1.8. Then G is isomorphic with 1_17" ~. 
A proof can be found in paragraphs (1.16) and (1.17) in [M89]. 
Lemma 1.10 allows us to view an external free pro-p product as an 
internal one and vice versa. We shall use the notation G = Lit ~ 2" Gt for a 
free pro-p product in either sense and we shall write G = I_I7" ~ only 
when the properties of the sheaf (~,  y, T) are essential to the context. 
DEFINITION 1.11. Given a continuous family {Grit ~ T} of abelian 
groups only, we denote their direct sum by ~t ~ r Gt := G/[G, G], where 
G := LIt ~ 7" G r (One could also define this notion by means of a universal 
property essentially as in Definition 1.6.) 
LEMMA 1.12. Suppose (~, prx, X)  is a constant sheaf, i.e., ~ = K × X 
for some pro-p group K, and G = I I x ~. Then for every closed subset H of 
G, the set 2(,  := {x ~ Xl3g ~ G with Ggx <_ H} is closed. 
Proof. First observe that G x = w(K × {x}). Since w- l (H  ~) is closed, 
K × X/~ __c_ to - l (H  c) implies that K × X~I= K × Xrl C_ to-l(HC). There- 
fore U~ ~ x~ Gx = w(K × ~ ___ H c, so that X n c X ,  follows, i.e., X~/ is 
closed. | 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Let G = I_It ~ 7" Gt and let H be an open subgroup of 
G. There exists a system {gt,,Iz ~ H\G/Gt ,  t ~ T} of double coset represen- 
tatives uch that 
H= L I (  I_I (H•Gg, . , , ) ) I I F .  
t~T  7~H\G/G t 
This has been proved in [Z92]. 
THEOREM 1.14. Suppose G = (I It~7"Gt)LIH, where H is free pro-p. 
Then 
(i) I f  L is any finite subgroup of G, there exists g ~ G and t ~ T, with 
L g < Gt; 
(ii) NG(G t )= G t for t  ~ T; 
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(iii) if (t ~ TIG t 4= {1}) contains more than one element, G does not 
contain a nontrivial finite normal subgroup; 
(iv) if Gf  f3 Gs h ~ {1}, then s = t. 
Proof (i) and (ii) follow from Proposition 4.9 in [M89] and (iii) is a 
consequence of (i) and the fact that Gt n G~ = {1} for t ~ s (see Defini- 
tion 1.6). (iv) is immediate from (ii). | 
PROPOSITION 1.15. Let G = Ht~rGt ,  N ,~ G, and N t <~ G t fo r t  ~ T. 
Suppose ither one of  the following conditions holds: 
(a) Ot~r Nt is closed and N = (Ntlt ~ T)G; or 
(b) N=(Nt l t~  T)6 with N t = N fq G t. 
Then 
G/N  = H GtN/N -~ L I  (Gt lNt)  
t~T  t~T 
and N t = N f~ G r 
The proof is the pro-p version of Propositions 1.8 and 1.9 in [M89]. 
PROPOSITION 1.16. Suppose G = H e ~ 7"Gt. 
(i) I f  for every t ~ T there exists S t c G t such that S .'= Ut~7-S t is 
closed, then the set N := LIt ~ 7" Nt is closed, where N t := (St) .  
(ii) I f  Tor(G) is closed (which is true if G is virtually free pro-p), then 
(Tot(G)) f3 G t = (Tor(Gt)) holds for all t ~ T. 
Proof (i) Since {G~lt ~ T} is a continuous ystem, by Lemma 1.8(iv), 
Ut ~ v Gt is closed and therefore it suffices to show 
<s)  n G t = N t. (1 )  
For any closed T O c T, put G(T o) := (Grit ~ To), S(To) :=  U,~ToSt, 
and N(T  o) := (Ntlt ~ To). 
As in [M89], for each t o ~ T let J ( t  0) denote the set of all clopen 
subsets of T containing t o and note by Theorem 1.3 of [M89], 
f'l G(To)  = G, o. (2) 
To ~J(t0) 
CLAIM 1. For clopen T O c Tone has (S(To)) = N(T  o) = (S )  n G(To). 
Proof Since T O and T\T  o are clopen, Lemma 2.5 in [M89] yields 
G = G(To)L IG(T \To) .  (3) 
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Since S = S(T o) U S (T \  To), S(To) c_ G(To) , and S(T \  T o) c_ G(T \  To) , 
we infer from Eq. (3) that 
S O G(To) = S(To) c_ N(To) 
and 
S n G(T \To)  = S(T \To)  c_ N(T \To) .  
Therefore N(T o) = (S(To)) and N(T \T  o) = (S(T\To))  hold, whence 
the first equality in Claim 1 is established. 
By Proposition 1.11 in [M89], 
(S )  = (S(T9)  O s ( r \ ro ) )  
= (S(To))L I (S(T\To))  <- G(To)HG(T\To) ,  
so that (S(To)) = (S)  n G(T0), completing the proof of Claim 1. 
CLAIM 2. Given t o ~ T and U ,~ G open, there exists T O E .9"(t o) with 
n(ro) < N, oU. 
Proof. Using Eq. (2), we find 
StoC n S(To) C-S A ( 
T O ~J(to) 
n G(To)) =SnGto=Sto  ,
T O ~.Sr(to) 
i.e., 
s,0= O S(To), 
To~J(to) 
whence, via a standard compactness argument, one obtains the existence 
of T O ~ o~(t 0) with 
S(To) c_ s,ov. 
Therefore S(T o) c_ ~o U. Since Nt0U is a group, we conclude from Claim 1 
that N(T o) = (S(To)) c_ NtoU. 
CLAIM 3. Fort o ~ Tone has nToeJ(to)N(To) = Nt o. 
The symbol "~_ " is clear from the definitions. Suppose now that there 
exists t o ~ T and 
go ~ n N(ro)\Nto" (4) 
To~J(t o) 
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Then there xists an open U <~ G with 
go ~ G\  NtoU. (5) 
By Claim 2 there then exists T O ~ 3"(t 0) with N(T o) c_ NtoU. Using Eq. (4) 
one finds that go ~ Nt0U, contradicting Eq. (5), whence Claim 3 holds. 
We resume the proof of Proposition 1.16. By Eq. (2) and Claims 1 and 3, 
we have 
(S) n G,o = (S) n n G( o) = n ((S) n G(To)) 
To~3"(t o) To~,~(t o)
= N N(To)  = Nto, 
To~J(t o) 
whence Eq. (1). This proves (i). 
(ii) Put S t := Tor(G~)= G t A Tor(G). Then the closedness of E = 
Ut ~ r Gt (cf. I_emma 1.8(iv)) implies that S := Ut ~ r St = E n Tor(G) is 
dosed. Then (i) implies that for N t := (St), the set Ut~r (Tor(Gt)) is 
dosed, whence the result via Proposition 1.15. | 
DEFINITION 1.17. According to [ZM89a], a profinite graph is a profinite 
space F together with a distinguished closed subset V(F) and two continu- 
ous maps do, dl: F -o V(F) that coincide on V(F) with the identity map 
idv(r). The elements of V(F) and E(F) = F \V(F )  are called the vertices 
and edges of F, respectively, and for e ~ E(F), do(e) and dl(e) are called 
the initial and terminal vertices of e. 
Observe that a profinite graph can be considered as a graph in the usual 
sense and that finite graphs (in the usual sense) are profinite graphs. Every 
profinite graph can be represented as an inverse limit of its finite quotient 
graphs. A profinite graph F is said to be connected if all of its finite 
quotient graphs are connected in the usual sense (i.e., their geometric 
realizations are connected). 
DEFINmON 1.18. A profinite graph ofpro-p groups, denoted by (if, F) 
consists of: 
(i) a connected profinite graph F; 
(ii) a sheaf (~', y, F) of pro-p groups over F; 
(iii) two continuous maps c~0, 01: ~ ~ V(ff) := y-a(V(F)), satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(a) for each i = 0, 1, (O i, d i) is a morphism from the sheaf (~', y, F) 
to the subsheaf (V(ff), Ylv(g), V(F)); 
(b) O 0 and ~1 to V(~') restrict o the identity map on V(~'). 
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For v ~ V(F) and e ~ (F) the groups ~'(v) and ~'(e) are called vertex and 
edge groups, respectively. 
The definition of the fundamental pro-p group of a profinite graph 
(~', F) of pro-p graphs is quite technical. For the purpose of proving 
Theorem 3.2, it is enough to impose the following restrictions on the 
profinite graph F: 
(i) F is connected as an abstract graph. 
(ii) F contains a maximal subtree T which is closed in F. 
Under these assumptions we give a definition along the lines of the 
abstract situation (see [D80]) as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.19. A T-specialization ( [3, [31 ). ( i f ,  I ' )  --+ K of (if, F) into 
a pro-p group K is a fiber morphism [3: (if, y, F) ~ K together with a 
map /31: F ~ K, satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) [31(m) = 1 for m ~ T. 
(ii) For e ~ E(F)  and g ~ G(e), one has [3(OO, e(g)) = 
[3(01, e(g)) 131(e). 
The fundamental pro-p group of the profinite graph of pro-p groups (~', F) 
with respect o T is then a pro-p group II1(~', F, T) having a T specializa- 
tion (v, vl): (~', F) ~ II1(~', F, T), with the following universal property: 
For every T specialization ([3, [31) into a pro-p group K, there exists a 
unique homomorphism 
09: I I l ( ,~" , F T )  --~ K, 
such that ¢.ou I = [31 and [3 = toy. We denote by G(m) the image v(~'(m)). 
Note that up to isomorphism HI(~', F, T) does not depend upon the 
choice of maximal subtree, so we may omit T in the notation of the 
fundamental group and write simply II1(~', F). 
In the abstract situation the homomorphisms vl~(m ) of the universal 
specialization are injective. In the pro-p situation this need not be the case. 
However, it is always possible to adjust he graph of pro-p groups (~, F) so 
as to make vLv(,~) injective without changing II1(~', F). To do this one 
simply replaces the vertex and edge groups by their respective images in 
II1(~, F). Thus from now on we shall restrict ourselves to graphs of pro-p 
groups with vl~(,,) injective for m ~ F. 
LEMMA 1.20. Let G = II1(~', F) be the fundamental pro-p group of a 
profinite graph of pro-p groups and let N be a normal subgroup of G such that 
N = (N  A G(m)[m ~ r) .  Put 
~'N := {(g ,m)  ~ G/N × r ig e G(m)N/N} 
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and construct he corresponding sheaf as in Lemma 1.8(iii) and thence, in 
turn, a profinite graph of pro-p groups by introducing boundary maps in the 
obvious manner. Then G/N= I I l(f i  N, F), where fiN(m) = G(m)N/N for 
all m ~ F. 
Proof. Consider a T specialization (fiN, /31N): (fiN, F) ~ G/N,  de- 
fined by the equalities flu := wPN and i l ls  := Vlq~N, where ~oN: G ~ G/N 
denotes the canonical epimorphism. Note that (flu)lgN(m) is an isomor- 
phism for every m ~ F. By the universal property of Ha(fiN, F), /3 u 
induces an epimorphism ~0: I I l(fU, F) ~ G/N such that ~0 o v u = [3 u and 
o v,u = fllN. Here (Vu, ViM) denotes the appropriate universal T spe- 
cialization. The injectivity of (flu)l~N(m) implies that of (VN)I~x(m). The 
natural epimorphism (au,id): ( f ,  F) ~ (fiN, F) induces the epimorphism 
~bN: I I l(f i  , F) ~ Ha(fin, F), satisfying qJN = ~0 o ~b u. 
It remains to check that ker ~b N = N. Indeed, since vl~(m ) and (UN)I~N(m) 
are both injective maps (for the definition of v, see the last paragraph in 
Definition 1.19), ker eN = (N  6~ G(m)lm ~ F) a = N, as required. | 
DEFINITION 1.21. Recall from Definition 1.5 that, for a pro-p group G, 
we denote by Subgrps(G) the set of all closed subgroups. We define a basis 
of the subgroup topology to be the collection of all sets of the form 
N(  A,  U) := {C ~ Subgrps( G) l fU  = AU},  
where A runs through Subgrps(G) and U runs through any fundamental 
system of open normal subgroups of G. Note that N(A,  U) is clopen and 
that for G = li_m~ Ga one has Subgrps(G)= Ij__mx Subgrps(Q), so that 
Subgrps(G) is a boolean space. A continuous homomorphism ~b: G ~ H 
induces a morphism ¢ , :  T G ~ T n of boolean spaces given by qS,(t).'= 
~b(t). Note that conjugation by elements of G gives rise to a pro-p action 
(Subgrps(G), G). 
Notation 1.22. Set T 6 := {A < GIA -= Cp}. 
LEMMA 1.23. For a virtually free pro-p group G, the set T~ is a closed 
subset of Subgrps(G). 
Proof. Let A ~ Subgrps(G)\ T~. Let U be an open normal free pro-p 
subgroup of G such that AU/U ~ Subgrps(G/U) \TG/v .  Then certainly 
A belongs to the clopen set N(A,  U), and N(A,  U) n T a = ~. | 
Notation 1.24. Set tg := t g for each (t, g) ~ T a × G. (Then by lemma 
1.23, (T a, G) is a pro-p action. We note also that the stabilizer G t coincides 
with normalizer No(t).) 
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THEOREM 1.25. Let G be a pro-p group containing an open normal free 
pro-p subgroup N with [G:N] = p. Then: 
(i) there exists a continuous ection tr : Ta / G -~ 7"6; 
(ii) given or as in (i), one has G = ( LIi E TUG G~,(i)) l l H for some free 
pro-p group H; 
(iii) for t ~ T a, one has G t --- Cp × H t, where H t is free pro-p; 
(iv) G/(Tor (G) )  is a free pro-p. 
Proof. (i) follows from Lemma 13 in [HRZ99], and (ii) and (iii) follow 
from the proof of Proposition 9 in [HRZ99]. Since Tot(G) is closed, (ii), 
(iii), and Proposition 1.16, together with Proposition 1.15, imply (iv). | 
DEFINITION 1.26. For a free-by-cyclic pro-p group G, let ,~(G) denote 
the collection of all open free pro-p normal subgroups F with G/F  cyclic 
and put n(G) := min{[G:F]lF ~ SffG)}. (If G contains a normal open free 
pro-p subgroup N with G/N -- Cp, and n >__ 1, then obviously n(G) < n, 
and if G = N >4 Cp,, then n(G) = n.) 
LEMMA 1.27. Let G be a pro-p group, N be an open normal free pro-p 
subgroup, and C < G with C -- Cp. Then 
(i) n(Nc(C) /C)  = n(Na(C)) - 1 < n(G); 
(ii) (Tor (Na(C) /C) )  = (Tor(Na(C))) /C.  
Proof. (i). The short exact sequence 
N O Nc(C ) ~ NG(C ) --* Na(C)N/N (6) 
exhibits Na(C) as a finite extension of a free pro-p group and certainly 
[Na(C) :  N V~ Na(C)]  < [G :N] .  (7) 
Let ~b denote the canonical epimorphism in Eq. (6). Then C and Na(C) c~ 
N are normal subgroups of L := q~-l(~b(C))= (NG(C)A  N)C  and 
(No(C) A N)  n C = {1}, since N is torsion-flee. Therefore N 1 .'= L /C  --- 
N N NG(C) is a free pro-p group. Using Eq. (7) one finds [NG(C)/C:N 1] 
= [Na(C):L] = [Nc(C):N A Na(C)]/p < [G:N], whence (i). 
(ii) is immediate. | 
2. INTERNAL DESCRIPTION 
We now come to the statement and proof of Theorem 2.2. We fix the 
following notation, to be used throughout he section. 
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(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
S(G); 
(vi) 
G0, = {1}; 
(vii) 
Notation 2.1. Recall from Notation 1.24, that for a pro-p group G and 
any t ~ T a, we write G t := No(t). Let S(G) ~= (Grit ~ TG). Then it is 
immediate that Ts(c) = T G and S(S(G)) = S(G). If N <~ G is free pro-p 
satisfying G/N =- Cp., then for 0 < i _< n let Gi -< G denote the preimage 
of Cp, under the canonical epimorphism, write Si := S(G~), and observe 
that 
G 0=N,G n=G,andT c=Tc l ;  
G/Gi  =- Cp,-,; 
if G = N >4 Cp., fix c o ~ G with Cp. 
T61= T c i f l _< i_<nandTco=O;  
{1} "-~ S O ~ S i _  1 <-~ Si = S(S i )  <~ G 
pi 
= (Co); then c o ~ G,_i; 
for 1 < i<n,  and S, = 
G. = G i N G t = S i (] G t for 0 _< i _< n and t ~ T~,. and by (iv) 
(G t (3 S i l t  E TG)  0 S i = S i. 
We shall also need the definition of n(G) (see Definition 1.26). 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose G is a free-by-cyclic pro-p group. Then 
(i) 
>4 Cpk; 
(ii) 
1.24); 
(iii) 
there exists an open subgroup N < G and k ~ N such that G = N 
there exists a continuous ection ~r: Tc /G  ~ T C (cf. Notation 
given tr as in (ii), then 
G=(  L I  G~(i)) LI H 
i~ r6/G 
for a suitable free pro-p group H < N. 
Proof We augment this list of assertions with four more technical 
statements we shall be needing. 
(iv) If K <~ G, [G:K] = p, n(K) < n(G), and K = (YoffK)),  then 
(To f fG) ) \K  4: ~.  
(v) Let or have the properties described in (ii) of the theorem. If 
G =(Gt [ t  ~ T6), then 
i~ TG/G 
(vi) G/(Gt l t  ~ T c )  is free pro-p. 
(vii) G/(Tor (G) )  is free pro-p. 
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The strategy of the proof is as follows. Choose n minimal such that for 
some free-by-cyclic pro-p group G with n = n(G), at least one of the 
statements (i)-(vii) is false. Certainly G must be infinite. We start by 
showing that (iii) + (vii) ~ (iv). Statements (i)-(vi) are then an easy conse- 
quence of the theorem to be proved. If n = 1, then in fact, by Theorem 
1.25, (i)-(vii) hold, so that we must have n > 2. We shall first show that 
any G with n = n(G) satisfies (iv) and after this we shall establish (i). 
Then from that point on we may assume that any counterexample to the 
remaining statements i of the form G = N >4 Cp, with N free pro-p. We 
next show that for any such G statements (ii), (v), (vi), (iii), and finally (vii) 
must hold. Thus we arrive at the contradiction that there exists no example 
of a group G violating any of the claims for that n, whence the theorem. 
Proof of (iii) + (vii) ~ (iv). Suppose Tor(G) = Tor(K). Then Cp = 
G/K  = G/ (Tor (K) )  = G/ (Tor (G) )  is free pro-p, a contradiction. 
Proof of (iv). Suppose G is a counterexample, i.e., 
Tor (G)  ___ K. (8) 
Then T a = T K. This and the assumptions about K show that (i) and (v) 
hold for K, whence there exists a continuous ection o-K: TK/K ~ TK for 
which 
(Tor (G) )  = K = L I  K~(i). (9) 
i ¢ TK/K 
CLAIM 1. (TK/K, G /K)  is a free pro-p action. 
Suppose that for some i ~ TK/K and g ~ G/K  one has i = ig. Then, as 
is clear from the definition of (TK/K, G /K)  and Theorem 1.14(i), there 
exist t ~ i and k ~ K with t g = t k, i.e., 
~k -1 E NG( t  ) = a t ,  where g = ~K/K.  (10) 
We claim that 
K t = G t < K. (11) 
From Eq. (9) and Proposition 1.16 we deduce that 
Gt N K = K, = (Tor (K) )  ¢q K, = (Tor (Kt ) )  = (Tor (Gt ) ) ,  (12) 
so that by Lemma 1.27(ii), 
Gt /K  , = Gt / (Tor (G , ) )  = (G J t ) / (Tor (Gt / t ) ) .  (13) 
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Lemma 1.27(i) yields that n(G,/t) < n(G,) < n(G) = n. Hence Gt/t satis- 
fies (vii), so that Eq. (13) implies that Gt/K t is free pro-p. On the other 
hand, Eq. (12) implies at /K  t = a t / (G  t (q K) ~ GtK/K < G/K  is finite, 
whence Eq. (11). 
Equations (10) and (11) together now imply that g ~ K. Hence g = 1 
and Claim 1 holds. 
We now return to the proof of (iv). 
By Claim 1, (TK/K, G /K)  is a free pro-p action, so that by Example 1 of 
[$97, p. 51], there exists a continuous ection r: (T r /K ) / (G /K)  ~ Ttc/K. 
Let ? be a generator of G/K  = Cp. There is a partition of T -'= Tr/K into 
precisely p clopen subsets T i := Im rU (i = 0 . . . . .  p - 1). Thus ~- and 
conjugation in G give rise to an epimorphism 
(aT, a) :  (TK/K,G/K)  --* (T ,G /K)  
of pro-p actions. Claim 1 implies that 
(T, G /K)  
is a free pro-p action. For t ~ T define 
(14) 
if t = ~, and note that 
K-t := I I  (15) 
K= L I  K-t. (16) 
Since n(G) = n, there exists a free pro-p subgroup N <1 G with G/N = 
Cp.. Put 
K 0 .'= (K~nUl t  ~ T)K" (17) 
Observe that Eq. (9), the assumption K = (Tor(K)), and Theorem 1.14(ii) 
together imply that K 0 < G. For A _ G set X := AKo/K o. 
CLAIM 2. K = [I-t ~ ~ K- t, K-t -~ Cp,-1, and n(/~) = n - 1. 
Proof These equalities follow from Proposition 1.15 together with the 
definition of n(K') (compare Definition 1.26). 
CLAIM 3. 8 /a , (O)  --- c o. 
Proof. Put P0 := [K,G] and observe that G/K~_Cp implies Po-< 
[G, G] < N. This together with Claim 2 implies that K/P  o is of order at 
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most pn-1. Then [G:P0] = [G:K][K:Po] <P .pn-1 =pn gives P0 = 2V. 
Hence ~(G)  > .~, yielding Claim 3. 
We finish the proof of (iv) by observing that Claim 3 implies that G is 
procyclic, so that K is procyclic, contradicting Claim 2. 
Proof of (i). Suppose G with n(G) = n, is a counterexample to (i). Let 
J (G)  be defined as in Definition 1.26 and choose N ~ ~r(G) with G/N --- 
Cp.. Consider 
A := {i ~ Nil <i  <n, G i=U >~lfpl}. 
CLAIM 1. 1 ~ A. 
Proof. Put i 0 -'= max{i[1 <_ i <_ n, G i_ 1 is flee pro-p}. Certainly i o > 1, 
since G o = N. Since by Notation 2.1(iii) we have G/Gio_ 1 = Cp,-io+l, we 
conclude that n(G) -- n _< n - i 0 + 1 _< n = n(G), whence i 0 = 1. Hence 
G 1 contains torsion, i.e., 1 ~ A. 
CLAIM 2. maxA = n. 
Proof. Throughout his proof we write k .'= max A. Suppose k < n. 
Then 
G k=N>~Cpk and n(G k) =k<n.  (18) 
By construction (see Notation 2.1) G k is an open subgroup of index p in 
Gk+ 1. 
SUBCLAIM 1. (Tor(Gk)) = (Tor(Gk+l)) = (Tor(G)) < G k. 
Proof. Since G/N =- Cp., it suffices to show that Tor(Gk+ 1) < G k. 
Suppose on the contrary that one can find go ~ (Tor(G)>\Gk.  Since 
Cp~ --- Gk/N = d~(Gk+I/N) --- ¢b(Cpk+l) and (go)Gk/Gg = Cp, we con- 
clude that goN/N ~ ~(Gk+ 1), whence go has order pk+ 1. Then Gk+ 1 = 
N :~ Cp~+,, where C pk÷' .'= (go). Hence k + 1 cA ,  contradicting the 
maximality assumption on k. 
SUBCLAIM 2. G := G/(Tor(G)) is free pro-p. 
Proof We first show that G is torsion-free. Suppose not. Then there 
exists 
g ~ G\ (Tor (G) )  with gP ~ (Tor (G) ) .  (19) 
By Subclaim 1, one has Gk/(Tor(Gk)> = Gk/(Tor(G)) and, since k < n, 
(vii) holds for Gk, whence 
g ~ G k. (20) 
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We claim that 
({g} U Tor(G))/(N n (Tor(G)))  ~ Cp,+,. (21) 
To see this observe that 
(Tor(G))  = (gP)(N O (Tor(G)) ) ,  (22) 
since certainly the right-hand side is contained in the left-hand side and 
the respective quotients modulo N O (Tot(G)) are isomorphic to Cp~, as 
can be seen from Eq. (20). By Eq. (22), we have ({g} U Tot (G) )= 
(g)(Tor(G))  = (g)(gP)(N n (ToffG))) = (g)(N n (Tor(G))), whence 
Eq. (21). 
Note that he assumptions in (iv) hold when G is replaced there by 
G o := ({g} u Tot(G)) and K is replaced by (Tor(G0))= (Tor(G)). 
Therefore ({g} U Tor(G)) = (Tot(G)), contradicting Eq. (19). Thus G is 
torsion-free as was claimed at the beginning of the proof of Subclaim 2. 
As remarked above, Gj(Tor(G)) is a free pro-p subgroup of index p 
in G and hence an application of Serre's theorem [$65] yields that G is 
free pro-p, yielding Subclaim 2. 
We now return to the proof of Claim 2. Subclaim 2 implies the existence 
of a free pro-p subgroup F 0 < G such that 
G = (Tor(G)> >~ F 0. (23) 
Therefore 
F := ( (Tor(G))  n N)  >~ F 0 (24) 
is torsion-free containing the open free pro-p subgroup F O N. Hence, by 
Serre's theorem [$65], F is free pro-p. 
For A ~ G put A := A((Tor(G)) n N)/((Tor(G)) n N). We next need 
to establish 
F <a G. (25) 
Equation (24) implies that ff-= F 0 is free pro-p. By Subclaim 2, /V--- 
(Tor(G))N/(Tor(G)) is free pro-p and, since T := (Tor(G))N/N < 
G JN  -=- Cpk is cyclic, we conclude that N n 7 ~ = {1}. It follows similarly 
that F n T = {1}, so that G = T >a ft. Now observe that [7 ~, F] _< [G, G] 
< k~ and 7 ~ <a G together imply [7 ~, F] _< N n 7 ~ = {1}, whence Eq. (25). 
By construction, G/F---Cr/15" = T--Cpk. By Eq. (18) we then have 
G = F >4 Cp~, yielding the contradiction (G) = k < n = n(G). Therefore 
Claim 2 holds and the proof of (i) is complete. 
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It follows from (i) that any counterexample G to any of the yet unproved 
statements (ii), (iii), and (v)-(vii) must have the form 
G = N :~ Cp°. (26) 
Proof of (ii). By the minimality of n one can assume that there exists a 
continuous ection o-n_ 1: TG._I/T6._I = T o. Put S := Im(o'n_ 1) and t 0 := pn-l\ 
c o ,~, and also define 
\( ) S o := S U S °\{t0} = {to} U [7 (SC°),  (27) 
p+i p+i 
where, for A _ S, A'  denotes the set-theoretic complement in S. 
CLAIM1. S o n So o = {t o } for l <_ i <_ pn -1 .  
Proof If p + i, this can be seem immediately from the definition of S o 
in (27). So we may assume that p]i. Choose s ~ S n S ~8. There exists 
g ~ S with 
s = ,V~. (28) 
Since o-,_ 1 is a section, we have that s = g, and since c~ ~ G~_ 1, one 
concludes from Eq. (28) that c~ ~ G~_ 1,+ (3 G~_ 1, to" 
By the minimality of n, Gn_ a satisfies the structure theorem (iii), so that 
in particular by Theorem 1.14(iv), s = t o follows. 
CLAIM 2.  ShU~'__"o 1S~ = Q. 
Proof In fact, by Eq. (27), one has 
p~-- i pn--1 
s \  USo,= N(So) 
j= l  j=O 
= Cl (to} n Cl (s;~)' ++ 
j=O p~i 
P n-1 [ ) 
= jOl t{lO)' N p~i s~i°+j 
--(,o)'O ,Oo,US ° 
= {to}' n (U l, °-'( jOo s~+) J~c~/ 
= {to}' n {to} 
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where to obtain the second to the last equality, Claim 1 has been used. 
This establishes Claim 2. 
Claims 1 and 2 together imply that for each s ~ S there exists exactly 
one So ~ So such that s o = s ~('~ for some suitable c(s) ~ (Co). For each 
i e To~G, put tr(i) := o'n_ 1(i) c(~.- 1(i)). Since the canonical projection from 
S onto TG/G induces a bijection of the closed subset S O to TG/G, tr is 
continuous. 
Proof of (v). Suppose G is a counterexample. By Lemma 3 in [HRZ99] 
the system (G~(oli e TG/G} is continuous. Hence by Lemma 1.8, taking 
~" :=  {(g, i )  e G x To~Gig e G,,(i)}, 
we have that the triple (~', (PrrUG)lg, To~G) is a sheaf. Put 
G := I__[ ~'( i ) .  (29) 
ie TG/G 
The fiber morphism (cf. Definition 1.7) sending if( i) isomorphically to 
G~(i) extends by the universal property of the coproduct o an epimor- 
phism 
4O: (~ --* G. (30) 
Hence, G,-1 '= 4O-~(Q-1) is a normal open subgroup of index p in G. 
The epimorphism 4O induces an epimorphism of pro-p actions 
(4or, 4O): (Td, G) --9 (TG, G), ffOr(t ) := 4o(t), t ~ T, (31) 
giving rise to an isomorphism of pro-p actions 
(4oT,n_ l ,  4op): (T (~/dn_ l ,d /dn_ l )  "-') (TG/Gn_ I ,G /Gn_ I ) .  (32) 
Since Gn-1/4O-1(N) = Cp.-1, the minimality of n yields the existence of 
a continuous ection o'n-l: Td/Gn-1 ~ T~. Hence o'~_1: TG/Gn_ 1 ~ T G, 
:~ o 4OT, n - 1' defined by o-,_ 1 4or ~',-1_ ° -1 is a continuous section. By the 
minimality of n we have, for L~_ 1 := lli~r~/~._lGn_la,_l(i) and Ln_ 1 := 
Hi  E TG /an_ l an  - 1 ~r n_ 1(i)' the free decompositions 
an_  1 = f-~n_ 1U /-tn_ 1 (33)  
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and 
G,,_, = L,,_ 11J nn_ 1 (34) 
for suitable free pro-p groups H,_  1 and H n_ 1, respectively. The definition 
of o-,_ 1 shows that ~b maps each Gn-la._~(i) isomorphically onto 
Gn_ 1~._ l(i), whence 
q~lL.-l: Ln-1 ~ L" - I  (35) 
is an isomorphism. 
CLAIM 1. Gn- 1 4: S(G n_ 1)" 
Proof Suppose, on the contrary, that G n_ a = S(G._ 1). Then Ln_ a = 
S(Gn_I )  = Gn_ 1. 
SUBCLAIM 1. Put t o := ( c~"-1). Then certainly t o ~ T c. Suppose that for 
some t ~ T c there exists g, ~ Gt \ Gn_ 1 with cogt 1 E an_ 1. Then, in Ta/G, 
i = io. 
Proof of Subclaim 1. Observe that, by employing Definition 1.11, 
Gn_ l / fD(Gn_ l )  = (~ Ai ._ l  , (36) 
i,,_1~To/G,,_I 
where Ai,,_ ~ 
Gn- la._ 1(i._1) 
G,_ a/~(G,,_ a) and Ta/G,, _ 1, satisfying 
ai.-1 ~Ai . -1  = at° 1 ~A(,~°-I) or i ,_ 1 ~ TG/Gn_ 1. (37) 
When Gi,._l\Gn_ 1 ~ O, the induced action of c 0 on Ai._l is trivial. On the 
other hand, G acts by conjugation on G,_ 1, and hence induces an action 
on G,,_ 1/¢~(Q_ 1) that coincides with the induced action of c 0, whence 
: 
For B __¢_ G put B := (B[G,_ 1, G]¢(G,,_ 1))/([Gn_ 1, G]*(G,, _ 1))" From Eq. 
(38) we obtain a decomposition of the form 
in_l~T6/G.~_ 1 1 i~Ta/G 
Here in the last equality we have used Eq. (37). Since c o - gt (mod G,_ 1), 
we conclude that 
cg =-gf (mod[G._l ,G]dP(Gn_l)),  
denotes the canonical image of an_  1 0 Go.n_l(in_l ) = 
in Gn_l/~(Gn_l) .  Conjugation by c 0 induces actions on 
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so that from Eq. (39) it follows that ?~ ~ _~0 n ~\{0},  i.e., i 0 = i in 
Ta/G, yielding Subclaim 1. 
SUBCLAIM 2. For i vs i o one has .~(i) c Gn-1 and f f ( i0 ) \G,_ l  4= O. 
Proof~ of Subclaim 2. Suppose the contrary and pick i ~ Ta/G with 
~'(i)\Gn_ 1 4: 0.  By definition of ~b (compare Eq. (30)) one has ~b(~'(i)) 
= G~(i), so that there exists gi ~ G~( i ) \Q-1 with Cogf -1 ~ G,_ 1. By 
Subclaim 1 we have i = (o-(i))'= i 0, giving a contradiction. 
The second statement is clear from the fact that c o ~ G\G,_  1, and the 
definition of G,_ 1. 
We can now complete the proof of Claim 1. From Eq. (29) and Subclaim 
2 one infers that G/ (Ln_  1)d ---- Cp, contradicting Eq. (33). Thus Claim 1 is 
proved. 
We continue the proof of (v). Since 4~ maps S(G,_ 2) onto S(G,_ 1) it 
induces an epimorphism 
m 
8: d ,= d/s(do_2) 8= o/s(c._,). (40) 
We wish to show that ~ is an isomorphism. 
Since (/'n-2)~._1 = S(Q_ I ) ,  one has, for all i ~ T6/G, S(Gn_ I )n  
~'(i) = G~_ 1 n ~'(i). Therefore by Proposition 1.15, 
8= H •, i ,  (41) 
i~ Ta/C 
where (;p,i = ~'(i)  is isomorphic to Cp if Gi\Gn_ 2 4= 0 and (~p,i = {1} 
otherwise. 
Since (v) holds for G n_ 2, Gn- 1 is free pro-p and normal in G of index p. 
By the minimality of n > 1, (ii) implies the existence of a continuous 
section ~: Tc /G -o TC. Taking Eqs. (41) and (40) into account, one has 
G = (Tor(G)), whence by Theorem 1.25, 
G= L I  Cp,i, (42) 
i ~ To/ 
where we have set Cp, i .'= No--(P(i)) = Cp. Observe that Tc /G = T o U T1, 
where T 1 := {i ~ Tc/GIQ( i )  c_ Gn_l} and To .'= (TG/G) \Tv  Since the 
system {G,~(i)[i ~ To~G} is continuous, To is a closed subset of T6/G. 
CLAIM 2. The natural epimorphism from G to G induces an injection from 
To/G into T~/G. 
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Proof Pick, t, t' ~ T O with G, = G t, --# {1}. Put 
K := GtS(Gn_I) = Gt, S (Q_ I ) .  (43) 
Put Kn_ 1 := K n G n_ 1. Note that 
K~_ 1 = S(G~_a) = S(K~_I)  , (44) 
whence, by (ii), there exists a continuous section OK: TK/K--, T r. By 
Claim 1, K cannot be a counterexample, i.e., we must have 
K= I_I K~:(i). (45) 
i ~ TK /K  
Using Eqs. (43) and (44) we have (S (Q_  1) A Kilt ~ T K) = S(Gn_I), so 
that Proposition 1.15 applies, yielding 
Cp -~ K ,= I_I K~K(i). (46) 
i E TK /K  
Hence the K-conjugacy classes t K and t 'K coincide and, therefore, since 
S(Gn_I) <K implies that TK= Ts(o,_~ ) = To, we have in TG/G that 
i = i'., whence Claim 2. 
We now return to the proof of (v). Since T O is closed, Eq. (41) can be 
rewritten in the form 
G= I_I Cp, i" (47) 
i~T  o 
Claim 2 implies that ~ is injective. Since ~b is surjective, so is ~. Hence 
is an isomorphism. From this it follows that ~ restricted to /~n-1 (cf. Eq. 
(33)) is an isomorphism onto /Yn-x. Hence ~b(H~_ 1) is isomorphic with 
~b(Hn_ 1)= Hn_ 1. It follows that ~b(/~,_ 1) is a free factor of Q- l ,  so that 
~b restricted to Gn_ 1 is an isomorphism onto G,_ 1. Hence ker ~b n G~_ 1 
-- {1}, whence ker ~b is finite. Hence, by Theorem 1.14(iii), 4': G ~ G is an 
isomorphism, as required. This proves (v). 
Proof of (vi). By the minimality of n, (vi) holds for G~_I, i.e., 
Gn-1/S(Gn-I) =- Hn-1 is a flee pro-p of index p in G/S(G,,_I). Hence, 
by Theorem 1.25 there exists a boolean space A such that 
G/S(Gn- I )  = ( I~ (Cp,8 × H~))H Ho, 
6E z~ 
with H a and H 0 free pro-p. 
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The image of every G t in G/S(G)  is cyclic of order p and therefore 
S(G)/S(Gn_ 1) is generated as a normal subgroup by the collection of 
intersections of the form (Ce, ~ x H 8) n (S (G) /S (Q_  1)). An application 
of Proposition 1.15 yields 
6~A 
where t~p, 
pro-p. 
We shall complete the proof of (vi) by showing that Cp, 
6 ~ A. Suppose on the contrary that for some 60 ~ A, 
= {1} if and only if Ce, ~ c_ S(G), and J~ and Ho are both free 
c,, 0 --- 
= {1} for all 
(48) 
For any subset X _c G, write X p := {xPlx ~ X}. Since G = NS(G),  and 
NS(G) /S (G)  = N/ (S (G)n  N)  contains nontrivial torsion elements by 
Eq. (48), we infer that 
(N \S (G) )  p A S (G)  4: f~. (49) 
Next recall the definition of the groups S i .'= S(G i) (i = 0 . . . . .  n) from 
Notation 2.1 and observe that, by the minimality of n, (ii) holds for G i with 
1 _< i < n - 1, i.e., there exist continuous ections o'i: Ta/G i ~ T6, such 
that 
G i= ( I. I  G,~(i))l-IHi, (50) 
i ~ TG/G , 
where H i < N is free pro-p. Furthermore Gi /S  i --- H i. 
Observe that by (ii) there exists a continuous ection O's, i: Tc/S i  ~ T~ 
= T c and, since S i = S(S i) (cf. Notation 2.1(v)), (v) holds, i.e., 
S i  = H (Go-s.i(i) 0 Gi) , 1 < i < n. (51) 
i~  TG/S  i
From this, Notation 2.1(vii), and an application of Proposition 1.15, we 
infer that 
Si//Si-1 -~" H (Go-i( i)Si-1//Si-1),  1 < i < n. (52) 
i ~ T6 /S  i 
Choose 1 < i 0 < n minimal such that (N \S (G) )  p N Sio -~ •. (This is 
possible in light of Eq. (40).) Pick n o ~ N\S(G)  with 
n p ~ Sio (') N.  (53) 
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Note that i 0 > 2, since otherwise we should have  Sio_ 1 = S 0 = {1}, whence 
n~ = l_contradicting the torsion-freeness of N. For any subset A ___ G 
write A . '= ASio_l/Sio_ 1. Observe that for every i • Tc /G  the group 
G~( 0 n Gio is cyclic and of order dividing p. 
From Eqs. (51) and (52), one infers that 
~/0 = LI G%(i) o Gio. (54) 
i E TG/Sio 
Since i 0 - 1 < n, (vi) holds fo r  Gio_ 1, i.e., Gio _ 1 is free pro-p, whence Sio n N 
is free pro-p. Therefore by Eq. (53), <(Sio n N)  u {no}> contains the open 
normal free pro-p subgroup Sio n N of index p, and by the minimality of 
i0, it is torsion-free, whence by Serre's theorem [$65] it is free pro-p. 
Put F/0 := <Sio U {no}>. From Eq. (53) we infer that 
-- p .  (55)  
Hence by Eq. (54), for any ~ • Tri o, 
IN ( )I < ~ (56) 
Since, as noted earlier, ((Sio n N)  tA {no} ) is free pro-p and, by Eq. 
(53), of index p in i~/0, an application of Theorem 1.25 together with Eq. 
(56) yields the existence of a boolean space M such that 
(57) 
m 
where P0 is free pro-p, and Cp, ~, -- Cp for all /x • M. 
By choice of i0, we have Si- ~ = (Tor (~) ,  whence it follows that in Eq. 
(57) we must have P0 = {1}. Thus we conclude that r/0/~/0_-__ {1}, contra- 
dicting Eq. (55). This proves (vi) of the theorem. 
Proof of (iii). Let G = N ~ Cpo be arbitrary. Since (v) holds, /~ = 
G/S(G)  is free pro-p and therefore, by the projectivity of H, one can find 
a free pro-p subgroup H < G such that 
C = S(G)  ~ H. (58) 
Since (ii) and (v) hold, there exists a continuous ection O's: Ts(c)/S(G) 
= Tc/S(G)  ~ Ts(c) = T c (cf. Notation 2.1), such that 
S(G)= 11 
i ~ TG/S(G) 
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Next observe that for t ~ TG, h ~ H, and s ~ S(G), the equality Gt h = 
G 7 and Theorem 1.14(ii) together imply that hs -1 ~ Ns(c)(t) = Gt < S(G), 
whence h = 1. Hence conjugation gives rise to a free pro-p action 
(TG/S(G), H). Note that {G~(i)li ~ T jG}  is a continuous family. Set 
G :=(  L I  G~(i)) HH.  (59) 
i E T6/G 
l_~t Oh: G ~ G be the epimorphism sending G~(i)and H identically to 
their respective copies in G, extended to all of G using the universal 
property of the coproduct. An application of Theorem A in [Z95] yields 
S((~) = (G~(i)Ii ~ T6/G)~ = Hh~I-I(Hi~TG/G ~,(i)) h. Since Obits<;, is an 
isomorphism and (T~/G, H) is a free pro-p action, we infer that ~b maps 
S(G) isomorphically onto S(G), i.e., ker qb :3 S(G) = {1}. Since ~b obviously 
induces an isomorphism ~: G/S:(G)--* G/S(G), ck itself must be an 
isomorphism, as desired. 
We now come to the proof of (vii). Observe that G satisfies (iii) and, 
also, by Proposition 1.16, one has (Tor(G))¢q G t = (Tor(Gt)). Hence 
since (Tor(G)) <~ G and ((Tor(G)) :3 Gilt ~ To) ~ = (Tor(G)), an appli- 
cation of Proposition 1.15 gives 
G/(Tor(G))= ( I_I (G~(i)/(Tor(G~(i))))) HH. 
i~TG/G 
From Lemma 1.27 we infer that for t ~ T G one has n(GJt)  < n, whence 
GJ  (Tor( Gt ) ) -~ ( Gt/t ) / (Tor( Gt/t ) ) 
is a free pro-p group, as desired. Hence (vii) holds. | 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose G = (Tor(G)) and, for every t ~ T~, G t is 
finite. Then G is a free pro-p product of cyclic p groups. 
3. EXTERNAL DESCRIPTION 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X denote a boolean space. Fix n ~ N. Let G := 
LI x ~ x Gx, where ach G x is the fundamental group of some profinite graph 
(~'x, Fx) of cyclic p groups of order at most p" with F x having the properties 
listed in Definition 1.19. Then G is the fundamental group of a profinite graph 
(~', F) of cyclic groups of order at most p", where F has the properties listed in 
Definition 1.19. 
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Proof. For each x ~ X, let (~'x, Ix) be a profinite graph of cyclic p 
groups of order at most pn with G, --- 1-ll(ff ., F~). We shall establish the 
following assertions: 
1. All Fx can be "joined" by additional edges to give rise to a 
connected profinite graph F. 
2. One can then define a profinite graph (if, F) of cyclic p groups by 
setting ~(v)  := ~x(V) if v ~ V(F~), ~'(e) := ~'~(e) if e ~ E(Fx), and ~'(e) 
:= 1 for the remaining edges. Then G --- IIl(~', F). 
Suppose that n is minimal with the property that at least one of these two 
assertions is false for some continuous family {Gx[x ~ X} with G = 
l lxE x G x satisfying the assumptions of the lemma. Then in light of 
Theorem 1.25, we must have n > 2. 
Let us define a map ~b from Subgrps(G) to the set of all closed subsets 
of G as follows: Defining ~b: G -~ G by ~b(g):= gP, set ~(H) := q~-l(1) 
~b(H). Note that ~b(H) consists of those elements in H which are pth 
powers of elements in H of order precisely p2. For each x ~ X write 
S~ := ~,(Gx) and put N x := (S~). By Lemma 1.20 each Gx/N ~ ---- 
IIl(fftN, F~), where the vertex and edge groups are, respectively, the 
canonical images of the vertex and edge groups of I I l(ff ~, F x) under the 
canonical epimorphism from G x to GiN x. It follows that the finite 
subgroups of Gx/N x are all cyclic of order at most p~- 1. 
Proposition 1.16 shows that Ux ~ x N~ is closed, whence by Proposition 
1.15, for N := (N~lx ~ X)  a, we have 
G/N =- ]_.I G JNx .  (60) 
xEX 
Since n was chosen minimal, corresponding to the continuous family 
{Gx/N x -~ IIl(~tN, Fx)lX ~ X} there exists a profinite graph of groups 
(~'N, FN) satisfying the statements 1 and 2 from above. We now construct a
graph of groups (if, F) for G in the following manner. For F := F N 
statement 1 clearly holds. Applying now the procedure described in state- 
ment 2, it is not difficult to see that G is the fundamental group of the 
resulting raph of groups. | 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose G is a pro-p group with an open normal free pro-p 
subgroup N such that G /N  =- Cpn. Then G is the fundamental group of a 
profinite graph ( ~, F ) of cyclic p groups of order bounded by pn, where F has 
the properties listed in Definition 1.19. 
The proof follows by combining Theorem 2.2, Lemma 3.1, and Lemma 
1.27. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let F be a free pro-p group with a basis X converging to 
1. Let F abs = Fabs(x) be a dense abstract freesubgroup ofF on the same set 
of generators. Suppose that a is an automorphism ofF of finite p-power order. 
Then there exists an automorphism [3 ofF such that in Aut(F), the conjugate 
a t3 is an automorphism ofF  abs. 
Proof. Use Theorem 3.2 to find (if, F) with G = F >~ (a ) .  We con- 
sider G as a subgroup of Aut(F) and identify F with the group of inner 
automorphisms. Note that F has the properties (i) and (ii) listed in 
Definition 1.19. Theorem 5.6 of [ZM89a] then shows that there exists 
[3 ~ Aut(F) with a t3 ~ G(v) for some v ~ V(F). Let ~rl(~', F) be the 
abstract fundamental group (see, e.g., [D80]) and put F abs := 7r1(~', F) n F. 
I 
Remark 3.4. If one makes F "bs a topological group by taking ~" to 
consist of the normal subgroups U with X\U finite and F~bs/u a finite 
p-group, then F is just the completion of F "b~. Hence F >~ (a )  can be 
viewed as the completion of the abstract virtually free group F abs >~ ( a ~ ). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let F be a free pro-p group. 
(i) There exists a dense abstract free subgroup F abs <_ F such that each 
conjugacy class of automorphisms of order pn in Aut(F) intersects preciseky 
one conjugacy class ofautomorphisms of order p" in Aut(F) ~bs. 
(ii) The conjugacy classes of automorphisms of F having order q 
coprime to p are in one-to-one correspondence with theconjugacy classes of 
automorphisms of order q ofF~alp(F). 
Proof. Statement (i) is a consequence of Corollary 3.3. We begin the 
proof of (ii) by defining a homomorphism ~0: Aut(F) ---, Aut(F/dP(G)) as 
( fdp( F) /dp( F) ) ~(~) := f~dp( F) /cb( F).  
CLAIM 1. If, for a, [3 ~ Aut(F), qt(a) and ~b(fl) are conjugate in 
Aut(F/cb(F)), then a and [3 are conjugate in Aut(F). 
Proof. Suppose this is false. Then, by replacing [3 by a suitable 
conjugate in Aut(F), we can assume that a and [3 induce the same 
automorphism on F/dP(F). Consider L := F >~ (a ) ,  where F has been 
identified with its inner automorphism group. By Proposition 1.1 in 
[GHR79] (a profinite version of the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem), ( a ) and 
([3) are then conjugate in L, a contradiction. 
CLAIM 2. (~p(a)) - (a ) .  
Proof. It suffices to show that every a ~ Aut(F) induces a nontrivial 
automorphism of F/~(F) .  Suppose now that o~ induces the identity on 
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F/d~(F). By Lemma 1.3 in [GHR79] we can find a generating set X of F 
with x '~ = x for x ~ X, whence a is the identity. 
Combining these claims now yields (ii). | 
4. EXAMPLES 
We construct here a finite extension H of a free pro-2 group, such that 
H is generated by its finite subgroups and satisfies neither the conclusion 
of Corollary 2.3 nor the one of Theorem 3.2. This shows that the assump- 
tion that G/N is cyclic cannot be omitted. 
Furthermore, this provides a counterexample to a pro-p analogue of the 
Kurosh subgroup theorem (cf. [H87, M89]). 
[,EMMA 4.1. Let C be a cyclic group of order 2. There exists a pointed 
pro-2 action (X, C) such that the natural surjection 7rc: X ~ /C  does not 
admit a continuous section (retract). 
Proof. Let Z be a boolean space such as in Haran's example (cf. 
[H87]), i.e., Z := 1-li~ ICi, where I is an arbitrary set of cardinality ~2 and 
C i = C 2. Define a pro-2 action (Z  × Z, C) with C .'= (c )  -=- C2 by permut- 
ing coordinates, i.e., zc = (z 1, Zz)C .'= (z2, Zl), z ~ Z × Z. According to a 
result of Shchepin (see [H87]) the canonical surjection from Zrzc: Z X Z 
(Z × Z) /C  does not admit a continuous ection. 
Define a closed equivalence relation on Z × Z as follows: For elements 
z := (Z1, Z 2) and z' := (z~, z~) ~ Z X Z put z ~ z' if either z = z' or 
z 1 = z 2 and z| = z~. Clearly ~ is a closed C-invariant equivalence 
relation on Z x Z and A .-= {(z, z)lz ~ Z X Z} constitutes the only equiv- 
alence class containing more than one point of Z x Z. We shall denote 
this class by x 0. Now define X .'= (Z × Z) /~,  and consider the induced 
pointed free pro-2 action (X, C). Denote the canonical surjection from 
Z×Z~XbyL  
We have yet to show that the canonical surjection ~rc: X ~ X /C  does 
not admit a continuous ection. Suppose on the contrary that or: X/C  --, X 
exists. Put S-'= sr-l(Im or). Then dearly S is closed and (Trzc)ls is a 
homeomorphism from S onto (Z  x Z)/C.  Hence its inverse is a continu- 
ous section from (Z  x Z) /C  ~ Z × Z, contradicting the above. | 
Notation 4.2. 
the associated 
Using o~ (see 
Let ~0 := X x C, where C -= C2, and let (Z0, prx, X )  be 
constant sheaf, as in Definition 1.7. Put H 0 := l l xX  0. 
Definition 1.9), define C x .'= to(X0(x)) --- C z and observe 
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that by Lemma 1.10, 
/-/0 = H 
xEX 
Define a pointed pro-2 action ({cxlx ~ X}, C) by setting 
¢ c~ := c~c, x ~ X. (61) 
Then the universal property of the coproduct allows one to extend this 
action canonically to a pro-2 action (H  0, C) with C acting as a group of 
automorphisms on H 0. Put H .'= H 0 >~ C. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose given A = 11~ ~ x Ax, a fnite p-group B, and a 
pro-p group G = A >4 B, such that 
Abx = Ay(b,x) ( * ) 
holds for each x ~ X, b ~ B, and suitably y(b, x) ~ X. Assume also that 
y(b, x) ~ x for b ~ B\{1} and x ~ X for x ~ X\{x0}. Then there exists a 
collection ~ of clopen equivalence r lations on X such that 
(i) (*) induces a (pointed) free pro-p action (X, B) = li,.__ml~ 
(X /R ,  B) of finite free (pointed) pro-p actions (X /R ,  B); 
:= x' and axa ~ 1 (ii) for every R ~q~ the group N(R)  (axa~'ll x ~ R 
N) a < N is normal in G and tqn ~ a N(R)  = {1}; 
(iii) A = I~R~:~A R and G = li_mn~jeA R >4 B, where A n := 
AN(R) /N(R) ;  
(iv) if ( X,  B) is a pointed pro-p action and x o is the distinguished point 
in X,  then G R := A R >~ B -~ LIiR ~ XR/B P~R' where, for Yc R ~ YCoR, we take 
P~R = AxR for every xg ~ Yc R, and P~OR = AxoR × B; 
(v) if every nontrivial A x is torsion-free, then every finite subgroup of G 
is conjugate in G to a subgroup orB; 
(vi) Na(B) = Axo × B. 
Proof. (i) Given a continuous family {A~ix ~ X}, consider ~'  := {(a, x) 
A × Xia ~ A,}, a profinite space by I_emma 1.8(ii). Define a pro-p 
action (~', B) by setting (a, x)b := o J - l (o) (a ,  x) b) for a ~ A ,  x ~ X,  b E B, 
and oJ as in Definition 1.9. This action is well defined since E := 
LJ, ~ x Ax = o~(.~) is B invariant and w is continuous. Since this action is 
compatible with the canonical projection (prx)A: ~ ~ X, there exists a 
well-defined pro-p-action (X, B), namely, xb = Prx((a, x)b) for (a, x) ~ ~.  
Condition (*)  implies that (X, B) is a (pointed) free pro-p action. 
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(ii) is obvious and (iii) is an immediate consequence of (ii). 
(iv) Pick any R ~.  Then (i)-(iii) hold. By Lemma (2.5) in [M89], 
writing A i := l lx~ i Ax(YC ~ X /R) ,  one has A = 11~ X/R Ai" Observe 
that by (ii) the equality 
N( R)  = (A  i N N(R)[ic ~ X /R)A  
holds. From Proposition 1.15 it follows that 
.4R =.4 /N(R)= L I  A iR,  (62) 
~c~X/R 
where AiR =AiN(R) /N(R) .By  (i), (X /R ,  B) is a pointed free pro-p 
action. Put X R := X/R  and G R := I I i~xR/B PiR, where, for 2 4:20, we 
take PiR '= AiR and PioR '= AioR × B. Define the epimorphism CR: GR 
G R to be that sending each free factor identically to its respective copy 
in G R. Putting A R -'= ¢~I(AR), using Proposition 1.13 applied to the open 
subgroup A R of G R, and taking into account hat XR/B  and B are both 
finite, we obtain 
G = u H (Pt. nG) t i&  
.iCEXR/B b~B 
for some free pro-p group /4R" By construction P~t N A = ` 4(ig)b and, 
since G R = ((PiR f3 A n) U BlOc ~XR/B) ,  one has H n = {1}. Hence A R 
= l l i~  xR ` 4iR, so that (~bR)ld : A R -ZAR is an isomorphism, by Eq. (62). 
Since ~b n induces an isomorphism ~bR: GR/A R ~ GR/A R --- B, we have 
ker ~b n < AR, whence ~b R is an isomorphism, and (iv) is established. 
(v) and (vi) follow from (iv) and an obvious application of Theorem 
1.14(i). | 
4.4. (i) H does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to C 2 × Z 2. 
H does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to (C 2 × C2)LIc2(C2 
LEMMA 
(ii) 
× C2). 
(iii) 
A=C2 × 
(iv) 
I f  A is a nontrivial finite subgroup of H, then either .4 --- C 2 or 
C 2 • 
I f  A,  B <_ H and ` 4 = B = C z × Cz, then there exists h o ~ Ho 
with A h° = B. 
(v) l f  A is a subgroup of H of order 2 with `4 n H 0 = {1}, then there 
exists h o ~ H o with A h° < Cxo × C. 
(vi) For Xl, x 2 ~ X one has that Cxi is conjugate in H to Cx2 if and 
only if xlc = x z. 
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(vii) H o contains a free pro-2 subgroup F of index 2 which is normal in 
H, and H/F  -~ C 2 × C 2. 
Proof We use Lemma 4.3 with p -'= 2, A -= H 0, B := C, and we let x 0 
play the role of distinguished point for the pointed pro-p action (X, C). 
(i) Suppose the contrary. Since, by Lemma 4.3(iii), H = li___mnH R, there 
exists a relation R ~ ~'  and a natural number I(R) > 2, such that H n 
contains a subgroup isomorphic to either 
C 2×C2,~R, or C 2×z  2. (63) 
However then by Theorem 1.14(i) the group C 2 X C 2 must contain an 
isomorphic opy of one of the groups listed in Eq. (63), a contradiction. 
Since (C 2 x C2)Hc2(C2 × C2) contains a subgroup isomorphic to C2 × 
Z2, (ii) follows from (i). 
(iii)-(v) follow from Lemma 4.3(iv), an application of Theorem 1.14(i), 
and a standard projective limit argument. 
(vi) Suppose Cxh = Cx2 for some h ~ H. Let h 0 ~ H 0 be such that 
h = ch o. Then cCh°x~ = (C~lc)h° = Cx2, whence by Theorem 1.14(iv) we have 
xlc = x2, as required. 
(vii) For R x := X x X ~ oq', put F := N(R x) (see Lemma 4.3(ii)). | 
PROPOSITION 4.5. H cannot be isomorphic to a free product of finite 
groups, i.e., it does not satisfy the assertion of Corollary 2.3. 
Proof Suppose there exists a boolean space T and a continuous family 
Xn := {Ht[t ~ T} of finite 2 groups, such that 
H=I_[Ht. 
t~T  
One may assume that all the H t are nontrivial. For, taking F as in Lemma 
4.4(viii), we have that, since Xn is a continuous family, the set Z := {t 
Tint 9£ F} is dosed, so that one can replace the index space T by Z, if 
necessary. By Lemma 4.4(iii), each H t is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
C 2 × C 2. 
CLAIM 1. There exists precisely one element t o ~ T such that tlto -= C 2 × 
C 2 .For t~t  o one hasH t<H o. 
Proof. Since, by Notation 4.2, H 0 = (Tor(H0)), one has H 0 = (H  0 n 
Htlt ~ T) G. Hence by Proposition 1.15, C2 = H/Ho --- Ht~T(H JHt  ¢q 
H0), whence the existence of just one t o ~ T with Hto/I-Ito n H o = C e. For 
the second one argues as follows. By Lemma 4.4(iii) one has Ht -=- C2 or 
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H, --- C 2 x C 2. In the latter case by Lemma 4.4(iv) and the first part of 
Claim 1 we infer that t = t 0, a contradiction. Hence H t = C 2. I f  H t ~ H0, 
then H t N H 0 = {1}, and then Theorem 1.14(ii) and Lemma 4.4(v) together 
imply that C 2 --- H t = NI~(H t) =- C z × C 2, a contradiction. Hence H t < Ho, 
as desired. 
Define 
such that 
Theorem 
~: X ~ T to be the map sending x ~ X to the unique t ~ T 
C x is conjugate in H to a subgroup of H,. This is well defined by 
1.14(i). 
CLAIM 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Proof 
2. (a) ~: is continuous. 
is onto; 
~(x 1) = ~(x 2) i f  and onky i f  XlC = X2; 
induces a homeomorphism ~: X /C  ~ T. 
(a) Pick any closed subset S G T. Since S carries the induced 
topology, it is then immediate from Definition 1.5 that the system {Hsls 
S} is continuous. Hence by Lemma 1.8, H s .'= Uses Hs is dosed. An 
application of Lemma 1.12 to the constant sheaf associated to ~0 accord- 
ing to Notation 4.2, shows that £-1(S) = {x ~ XI3h  o ~ H o with Cx h0 _c H~ 
n H 0} is closed. Hence £ is continuous. 
(b) Pick any t ~ T. If  t 4: to, then by Claim 1 we have H t < H 0, whence 
by Theorem 1.14(i) we have the existence of an element x ~ X such that 
£(x) = t. Suppose now that t = t 0. Then, by Claim 1, there exists A <//to 
with A O H 0 = {1}, whence by Lemma 4.4(v), one has £(x 0) = t 0. 
(c) follows from Lemma 4.4(vi). 
(d) is a consequence of (a), (b), and (c). This establishes the claim. 
We now resume the proof of Proposition 4.5. Consider the collection 
{n,  n Holt ~ T} and observe that Ut~r(Ht  n H 0) = (Ot~7 Ht) n H 0 is 
closed. Hence, by Proposition 1.1 in [M89], 
H 1 :=  <n t n Holt ~ T> = I_I (H i  n Ho) < H o = L I  Cx. (64) 
t~T  x~X 
Define if: T ~ X to be the map sending t ~ T to the unique x ~ X 
such that H t n H 0 is conjugate in H 0 to Cx. 
CLAIM 3. (a) ff is injective; 
(b) ~ o ~ is the identity map on X;  
(c) ~ is continuous. 
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Proof. (a) Suppose that ( ( t  1) = ((t2). Then there exist h01, h02 ~ H 0 
such that 
(H, i  n Ho)  h°' = cry,,> = = n Ho) h°:, 
whence /-/h01 n H h°~ ~ {1}. Hence from Theorem 1.14(iv) one concludes tl 
that t 1 = t 2, as desired. 
(b) is obvious. 
(c) From Lemma 1.12 applied to the constant sheaf associated to X0 as 
in Notation 4.2, using the subset L .'= tat ~ r (Hi ¢q Ho), one infers via 
Theorem 1.14(i) that Im ~ = {x ~ XI3h o ~ L with C~ h0 < H 1} is closed. 
Hence ff is continuous. 
To complete the proof, observe that with ~ as in Claim 2(d), ~ o ~: 
X/C  ~ X is a continuous ection, contradicting Lemma 4.1. I 
PROPOSITION 4.6. There exists a free pro-2 group P such that G := (C 2 × 
C2) H P has the following properties. 
(i) G contains an isomorphic copy ofH as in Notation 4.2. 
(ii) H does not satisfy a pro-2 version of the Kurosh subgroup theorem 
[M89, H87]. 
(iii) H = F >4 (C 2 × C:), where F is as in Lemma 4.4(vi). 
Proof. Let C, X, and x 0 be as in Lemma 4.1 and let F(X, x o) denote 
the free pro-2 group over the pointed boolean space X. Let D := (d)  -=- C 2 
and put 
K := D I_I F (X ,  Xo). (65) 
Let Jx denote the canonical embedding of X into F(X, Xo). Define a 
pro-2 action (K, C) by setting d c := d, and, for x ~ X, ix(X) C .'= jx(XC), 
extend this action via the universal property of the coproduct in Eq. (65) 
and put 
G := K >4 C. (66) 
We now come to the proof of (i). Define a map k: {CxlX ~ X} ---> K by 
setting j(cx) -'= d ix(x~ for x E X and note that 
j (c c) =j(Cx) ~, x ~X.  (67) 
By the universal property of the coproduct H 0 = H x ~ x Cx, the map j can 
be extended to a monomorphism JH0:H0 ~ G with Im(jH 0) < K. We 
extend it to an embedding in:  H---> G as follows: Every element of 
H=H 0>~C can be written in a unique way as h =h0(h)c(h)  with 
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ho(h) ~ H o and c(h) ~ C: we put Jl_i(h) := jHo(ho(h))c(h). Then Eq. (67) 
shows that JM is well defined and is indeed a homomorphism. Since 
JniH o = Jl~o is mono, so is JM. Hence H embeds in G, and (i) is established. 
CLAIM 1. G = (C 2 X Cz) l lP fo ra  suitable free pro-2 subgroupP. 
Proof By Eqs. (66) and (65) one has G = K ;4 C = (D I_I F(X, Xo)) ;4 
C. Put L .'= F(X, x o) ;4 C. In Lemma 4.3 take A := F(X, Xo), A x .'= (x)  
for x ~ X, and B -'= C. Then by Lemma 4.3(v) there exists precisely one 
conjugacy class of groups of order 2 in L, and by Lemma 4.3(vi) 
(F(X, Xo), C) is a pointed free pro-2 action. Hence Theorem 2.2 implies 
that L = C 11 P for a suitable free pro-2 group P. 
We finish the proof of Claim 1 by observing that 
G = (D I IF (X ,  xo) ) ;4 C 
= (D X C) l l c (F (X ,  xo) ;4 C) 
= (D x C) t lc(C 1_I e)  
= (O x C) t le .  
Now we show that H<G=(D×C)  I I P  does not satisfy a pro-2 
version of the Kurosh subgroup theorem. Suppose it does. Then, according 
to such a Kurosh subgroup theorem, H should be a coproduct of intersec- 
tions of suitable conjugates of D × C and P, respectively, with H and 
some free factor (compare, e.g., Proposition 1.13). Since H = (Tor(H)) it 
is then clear that H must be a free pro-2 product of finite 2 groups, 
contradicting Proposition 4.5. 
(iii) follows from (vii) in Lemma 4.4. | 
In contrast to Definition 1.19, for the remainder of the paper we let 
II(~', F) be understood in the general sense of [ZM89a]. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let G = HI(~', F) be the fundamental group of a profinite 
graph of profinite groups. Then, for any open subgroup U < G the set 
F v := {m ~ FIG(m) ~ U} is a profinite subgraph of F. 
Proof Since ~'(m) is embedded in gf(di(m)) (i = 0, 1) it is enough to 
prove that F v is a closed subset of F. To show this, consider L .'= 
( l l  r ~')11 7rl(F), where 7rl(F) stands for the fundamental group of F (cf. 
[ZM89a]). By construction (see [ZM89a, (2.2)]), G = II1(~', F) is a quotient 
group of L in a natural way. Let ~b: L ~ G denote the canonical 
epimorphism. Since ~" is a sheaf, the system {ff(m)lm ~ F} of subgroups 
of L is continuous. Therefore {m ~ F l f f (m)~ ~O-I(u)} is closed and 
dearly coincides with F U. I 
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PROPOSITION 4.8. H m HI(,~, F) for any graph of finite p groups. 
Proof Suppose that there exists a graph (X, F) of finite p groups such 
that H -- III(Z, F), where all vertex and edge groups are finite. 
CLAIM 1. (a) F /s a tree. 
(b) For every v ~ V(H),  the groups H(v)  A H o and H(v) /H(v )  A H o 
have order at most 2, so that H(v)  = C 2 or H(v)  = C 2 × C 2. 
(c) f f  e ~ E(F) is such that H(e) ~ {1}, then either H(do(e)) -- H(e) 
or H(dl(e)) = H(e). 
Proof Since H = (Tot(H)) ,  (a) follows from Theorem 5.6(d) in 
[ZM89a]. 
(b) is a consequence of Lemma 4.4(iii). 
(c) Suppose otherwise. Then H(e) = C 2 and H(do(e)) -=- C 2 × C 2 = 
H(dl(e)). However, then H would have to contain a subgroup isomor- 
phic to (C 2 × C 2) l lc : (C 2 × C2), contradicting Lemma 4.4(ii). This proves 
Claim 1. 
CLAIM 2. (a) The set F F := {m ~ F[~(m) ~ {1}} is a subgraph of F. 
(b) Let D be any connected component of I f .  Then there exists 
m D ~ D such that for all m ~ D one has ~(m)  <-,~¢(mD). In particular 
H = I/1G~, F) is generated by the subgroups H(mo),  where D runs through 
the set of connected components of F F. 
Proof (a) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.7, and (b) follows 
from Claim 1(c). 
CLAIM 3. There exists a graph of groups (~o, F0) having trivial edge groups 
only, such that H = II l(,~ 0, F0). 
Proof F 0 is obtained by collapsing all connected components of F F 
(see Section 3.2 of [Z92]). This procedure determines a canonical epimor- 
phism 3': F ~ F o inducing a surjection th := IdH × 3/: H × F ~ H × F o. 
Define (7o, Fo) := ~b((~,, F)). Clearly the edge groups of G~o, Fo) are then 
all trivial. The morphism ~b of the graph of groups induces, by the 
universal property, an epimorphism f: II1(~, F )~ I I1(~ 0, Fo). Define a 
fiber morphism ~7: (~0, Fo) ~ I~l(a'~ F) as that sending g60(v) to its isomor- 
phic copy'(reDo), where D v .'= y- l(v).  Let to o be the universal specializa- 
tion; then, since f o~ = too, for every U ~ ~', we have that r / - I (u)  = 
%1( f (U) )  is open. Hence ~7 is continuous. By the universal property, 
extends to a unique homomorphism ~b: IIafH o, F 0) ~ II(Y,, F). Using the 
universal property of the fundamental group one easily deduces that qJ is 
the inverse of f and, as a consequence of Claim 2(b), is an epimorphism. 
Hence H = HI(3F 0, F0), and Claim 3 is established. 
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CLAIM 4. IIl(X0, F 0) --- ll~ ~ v(r0)X0(v). 
Proof. This follows from the respective universal properties of these 
constructions and Claim 3. 
The proof of Proposition 4.8 is completed by observing that Claim 4 
contradicts Proposition 4.5. | 
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